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The Dairy Alliance is strengthening core focus areas, specifically centered around fluid milk. These efforts will encourage 
increased milk consumption within the 8-state region by changing the perception of milk and ensuring it is available to all.

Insulate & Innovate to 
Drive Incremental Dairy

Build Trust & Strengthen 
Dairy’s Reputation

Protect and Grow 
Checkoff Support

• Preserve & stabilize household penetration of fluid milk
• Monitor & grow incremental volume sales with targeted programs 
• Facilitate new product and infrastructure innovation

• Advocacy among key influencers & expanded network
• Move conflicted health seekers to dairy consumers
• Farmer leader advocacy of our programs

• Strengthen perceived value of checkoff among farmers
• Continuously monitoring and improving operational costs 

Strengthening Milk Sales in 2021

I always love working with
 brands that align with me 

personally. With The Dairy Alliance, 
I grew up drinking milk constantly. 
To this day my fiancé and I are big 
milk drinkers.  I feel passionately 
about using real milk and other 
dairy foods when cooking.   

Going back to my roots is 
important. I love good, high-end 
things, but also choose to work 
with brands I grew up on like when 
I worked with Papa John’s. 

Being genuine, real and truthful 
is foundational for my brand. I’m 
more comfortable partnering with 

brands and 
commodities 
that align 
with those 
attributes. 

Helping my viewers 
learn about dairy is important 
to me, especially in today’s 
world where most are caught 
up in trends vs. the actual 
quality of the product.  It can 
be confusing since things 
aren’t as simple as they used 
to be.  In the age of processed 
foods, most consumers have 
lost the importance of real, 
back-to-basics food.”

Our New Influencer Megan Roth: 
Hungry Girls Do It Better 

“

You can find Megan on Instagram: @hungrygirlsdoitbetter

Dairy Management Inc. (DMI) 
has released results for 2020, 

focusing on successful pivots due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. 

2020 National Checkoff 
Successes

7-pound 
increase 

in per capita dairy 
consumption

122% 
increase 

in online 
refrigerated milk 
sales compared 

to 2019

110 million 
additional 

pounds of fresh 
milk directed to 

Feeding America 
sites 9% increase 

in trust for dairy 
farmers among 
consumers after 

seeing Undeniably 
Dairy content

40 million 
educators, parents 

and students 
potentially reached 
through Fuel Up to 
Play 60 Homeroom

12.5 million 
organic video 
views through 
Gen Z-focused 

videogame-
streaming pilot

Despite disruptions 
to the food supply 
chain, potential 
job loss and food 
insecurity and a 
sudden consumer 
shift to a work-, 
learn- and eat-at-
home lifestyle, DMI 
and local checkoff 
were able to 
bring dairy to the 
forefront of 2020.

We just wrapped up regional ADA meetings, sharing results and key learnings 
from 2020 where, despite unpredicted challenges, The Dairy Alliance pivoted to 

reach consumers through innovative digital programs and cross-functioning departments 
tripling our consumer reach. Reviewing trends to evolve our dairy research and promotion 
priorities, focusing on the changing marketplace and consumer landscape, will be key for 
dairy’s future.  

Noteworthy:
• Consumers’ evolving perspective from health to wellness has heightened. While health refers to 
   physical health, wellness considers factors that can affect health, such as exercise, nutrition, access to clean water 
   and the environment. We are seeing environmental sustainability become a critical consideration in food/
   beverage purchases. Additionally, consumers are more focused on proactive health—using diet to improve daily 
   life before there is a health problem.
• The channel shift toward online shopping has accelerated. When the pandemic forced stores to close, 
   approximately 15% of US consumers tried grocery delivery for the first time. Among those, 40% say they will 
   continue to shop online for groceries. 
• With business closures and increased unemployment rates brought on by the pandemic, an increasing number 
   of people are turning to food banks. First-time visitors to food banks are up 18%. That number will likely stay 
   the same or increase in upcoming years.

We have assessed the impact of these and many others in the dairy industry and have identified opportunities and 
challenges ahead in 2021 and beyond. We need to continue to work together to address these shifts with a focus 
on the dairy industry’s needs. No one can predict the future, but together we can shape it.

A Note From CEO,  Geri Berdak



The Health and Wellness Advisory Team consists of eight key thought leaders across The 
Dairy Alliance region who provide cutting-edge expertise in health, nutrition and food 

insecurity to our audience, as well as allowing us to reach new audiences with our messages. 
Throughout the year, these team members will advocate on behalf of The Dairy Alliance to 
further educate health professionals, consumers, culinary professionals and students on the 
health benefits of dairy foods and dairy’s role in the diet through blogs, media interviews, 
presentations and input within their field. The Dairy Alliance will offer several educational 
opportunities for the team to increase their knowledge of dairy and the role the dairy industry 
plays in a healthy, sustainable food system. Most recently, the committee participated in a 
webinar titled “The Role of Dairy Foods in Healthy, Sustainable, Eating Patterns,” hosted by The 
Dairy Alliance and presented by Dr. Chris Cifelli, Vice President of Nutrition Research at National 
Dairy Council. 

Promoting Benefits of Milk with our 
Health and Wellness Advisory Team

Geri Cannon-Smith, MD, MPH
Innovative Health Strategies
Brandon, MS
Specialty: Pediatrician

Sina Gallo, PhD, RD
Associate Professor, Food and Nutrition
College of Family and Consumer Science 

University of Georgia
Specialty: Child Health, Vitamin D and Health Disparities

Michael Halligan, CEO 
God’s Pantry Food Bank
Lexington, KY
Specialty: Food Insecurity

Elizabeth Hall, MS, RD, LDN
Food City  
Johnson City, TN
Specialty: Retail Registered Dietitian

Andrea Kirkland, MS, RDN
Culinary Med Ed
Birmingham, AL
Specialty: Culinary Medicine

Lauren Manaker, MS, RDN, LDN, CLEC
Nutrition Now Counseling
Charleston, SC
Specialty: Women’s Health

Tessa Nguyen, RD, LDN and Chef
Taste Nutrition Consulting
Durham, NC
Specialty: Global Culinary Nutrition

Jim White, RD, ACSM
Jim White Fitness and Nutrition Studios
Virginia Beach, VA
Specialty: Sports Nutrition

The Dairy Alliance has created 
a new closed Facebook group 

specifically for dairy farmers in our 
region. Dairy Advocates of the Southeast 
will act as another channel for farmers 
to interact with The Dairy Alliance, 
other farmers and learn about the work 
checkoff is doing to drive sales and 
build trust for dairy. The group will have 
access to content that can be shared 
on social media including news, short 
videos and graphics.

New Facebook 
Group Brings 
News and Tools 
to Farmers

CliCk 
Here

To promote dairy consumption, The Dairy Alliance 
goes to potential restaurant partners as a resource for 

current and upcoming trends that include dairy. It’s dairy’s 
versatility in tastes and textures that make it a great asset for 
food trends and appealing to restaurants seeking new menu 
items.

The Dairy Alliance positions itself as a go-to resource for 
partners, and that’s something that can’t be done with 
outdated data. The pandemic changed consumers interests 
and trends. Social media is more influential now in what new 
menu items restaurants will introduce, causing the need for 
real-time menu innovation.

Having access to in-house research platforms adds value 
to a partnership with The Dairy Alliance. Using data-driven 
programs like Mintel, GlobalData and social media focused 
Tastewise, allows us to provide restaurants with a quick 
turnaround on research findings, making menu innovation 
on trend from concept to implementation.

Current Trends and Impact on Dairy Consumption:

Total Wellness — Foods that promote head to toe health 
and wellness have taken center stage. Especially in areas 
like gut health, immunity and cognitive function. When it 
comes to wellness, dairy has an amazing opportunity to play 
a staying role.

Purpose + Ethics — Consumers are seeking foods that are 
local and bring a sense of pride. Highlighting dairy as a local 
product makes it special to communities. This also plays into 
a heightened focus on sustainable foods, as people consider 
local fresh products as being better for the environment.

Comfort + Indulgence — While overall wellness is 
important, people still crave classic comfort foods that 
bring them joy and happiness. Permission to indulge has 
been granted! Creamy sauces, foamy drinks and decadent 
flavor pairings are the perfect platform to showcase dairy’s 
versatility. 

Exploration + Experience — Consumers are also seeking 
new and exciting foods. Experimenting with spices or 
various cuisines brings variety and a sense of fun. This trend 
can be combined with comfort foods for hesitant consumers, 
using the familiarity of dairy with unfamiliar foods to test 
preferences.

Discovering Dairy 
Food Trends

It’s more than just a new logo! Real 
Dairy, Real Delicious, featuring a glass 

of milk, ice cream and a block of cheese, 
reminds consumers to reach for real dairy 
foods when cooking, making a smoothie 
or rehydrating post-workout. Using this 
simple messaging, the importance of dairy 
can be shared on everything from a 
milk truck spotted on 
the highway to an 
insulated cooler won 
through social media.

Real Dairy,
Real Delicious.



Animal rights activists haven’t slowed down their efforts due to COVID-19, they’ve just taken 
a different approach. Like so many other events, theirs have moved to a virtual platform as 

well. Their methods may have shifted, but that doesn’t mean they have less influence, impact or 
reach. Attacks through social media are growing and The Dairy Alliance wants to make sure you’re 
prepared for both virtual and in-person events.

Social media is a wonderful way to share the dairy story with consumers and for many dairy farmers, 
the experience is positive. However, should you encounter an online activist on your platforms, 
please reach out to your Farmer Relations Manager at The Dairy Alliance. We have numerous 
resources and are here to help you.

Tips for Deterring Social Media Activists

The Dairy Alliance and dairy farmers across the region are working together to bring milk to local food 
banks. By providing a special grant for customized Undeniably Dairy coolers to house perishable milk 

as well as initial funds to stock the cooler and a connection to a processor so the food bank can continue 
purchasing milk, more food insecure families have access to dairy products. In the fall/winter round of 
applications alone, 42 cooler grants were awarded regionally, with the coolers now being placed. 

The Dairy Alliance will continue the Undeniably Dairy cooler grants and similar efforts to provide families with 
vital dairy products while spreading awareness about the unmatched nutrition and value of real milk!

The Continuing Fight Against Food Insecurity

As many schools continue virtual learning, so does Fuel Up to Play 60 (FUTP60) in teaching 
kids about the importance of milk, reaching more consumers in the process. 

The Dairy Alliance’s FUTP60 athletes, with a combined following of over 280,000, have so far 
taken to social media in the 2020-2021 school year to virtually celebrate with students for events 
like Hometown Grant awards and National Farmer’s Day. 

Additionally, the Atlanta Falcons Cheerleaders created a seven-part series on their Instagram 
highlighting recipes and the positive effects of dairy to their over 35,000 followers. 
The Carolina Panther e-newsletters now feature dairy-centric recipes, videos, and the latest The 
Dairy Alliance virtual tour. Freddie Falcon’s PLAYBook for Fitness virtual assemblies share tips 
for healthy living, reaching 2,000 students in the first four assemblies, with eight assemblies 
remaining this school year. 

These FUTP60 efforts are bringing the benefits of milk to the screens of not only students, but 
current health-conscious consumers, as well.

Virtual Fuel Up Efforts

• Be proactive with your social platforms. Add rules and comment policies to your 

page.

• Set up filters. Block foul language and/or phrases commonly used by activists.

• Be cautious in what you share. Don’t share in advance when you’ll be doing certain 

procedures on the dairy. This will limit advance notice for activists to band together and 

target you.

• If you are attacked, don’t feed the trolls. They aren’t interested in facts. They are 

looking for a fight and an opportunity to make dairy look bad.

• Block, delete, report. You have the right to remove negative comments, especially if 

they don’t follow the rules you set up. Use the report option if it becomes harassment.

• Get to know local law enforcement. Have proactive discussions with local 

authorities about the threat of animal rights activism. Advance discussions have been shown 

to make a considerable difference in effectively managing a protest or other activist incident.

• Learn local ordinances. It’s important to know what rights you have as a property 

owner and what protesters are legally allowed to do when it comes to protests, rallies, etc.



The Dairy Alliance
5340 West Fayetteville Road
Atlanta, GA 30349-5416
CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

@thedairyalliance @dairy_alliance@realdairyrealdelicious

Mekenzie Panhans
Alabama & Mississippi

mpanhans@thedairyalliance.com
(404) 210 4504

Denise Jones
Kentucky & Tennessee

djones@thedairyalliance.com
(270) 970 4792

Elizabeth Moretz
North and South Carolina & Virginia
emoretz@thedairyalliance.com

(828) 406 9482

Ingredients
    1 cup plain kefir
    1⁄2 cup milk
    1 cup old-fashioned rolled oats
    1⁄2 cup chopped pecans, divided
    1⁄4 teaspoon cinnamon
    1⁄4 teaspoon all-spice
    2 tablespoons maple syrup, divided
    2 small ripe bananas, sliced

Instructions: In medium mixing bowl or plastic container with lid, combine kefir, milk and oats; stir until well 
combined. Add in remaining ingredients reserving about 2 tablespoons of the nuts and 1 tablespoon of the maple 
syrup for garnishing. Cover and refrigerate overnight or at least 8 hours. When ready to serve, place approximately 
half the banana slices in the bottom of serving glasses or bowls, divide oat mixture evenly between them. Top with 
remaining banana slices, pecans and drizzle of maple syrup. Total Time: Refrigerate overnight or at least 8 hours.

Developing dairy-centric recipes with our consumer 
in mind is a simple, yet effective strategy to move 

more dairy foods. The Dairy 
Alliance develops all recipes 
in-house to ensure that as 
many dairy products are 
being utilized as possible. 
For example, these delicious 
overnight oats are perfect 
for busy families. This and 
other dairy recipes are 

available at thedairyalliance.com/dairy-recipes/.

Servings: 2
Ease: Easy

Prep Time: 10 minutes
Total Time: 10 minutes

Banana Bread Overnight Oats


